
WHEN NO ONE IS ABLE TO PLAY

Shuffle the deck and deal 7 cards to each player. After 
all players have had a chance to look at their cards, 
establish the discard pile(s) by flipping over cards from 
the top of the deck. The number of discard piles will 
vary with the number of players, as shown here:
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You can place a card from your hand onto any of the 
discard piles if one of the images (names can be Greek 
or Roman) on your card matches one of those on the 
card you are covering.

Be the first to get rid of all the cards in your hand.

In this game, players don’t take turns. Any time a player 
has a card that can be played, they may jump right in 
and do so. If two players try to play on the same pile at 
the same time, the one whose card first reaches the pile 
wins that race. You can play any number of cards in a 
row as long as each is a match, but you must play each 
one in turn, using the same hand. You can’t just drop 
them down in a stack. If someone else is quick enough 
to jump in between your plays, you must let them.

When a player has no more plays (or doesn't wish to 
play any more cards for strategic reasons), they indicate 
this by pointing at the deck. When all players are 
pointing at the deck, each draws a card, holding it face 
down until everybody has a card, then all players can 
add their new cards to their hands at the same time. 

If you come to a pause when everyone needs to draw 
but there aren’t enough cards left for each player to 
get one, shuffle all the discard piles together into a new 
draw pile and re-start the discard piles as during setup. 
(Or, if your group prefers, you can keep the topmost 
card from each discard pile in place, and just reshuffle 
the rest of the cards.)

In Loonacy, it’s always everyone’s turn, so the first to 
play is whoever plays first!

If someone finds they must drop out of the game, they 
can simply use their hand of cards to form a new discard 
pile and excuse themselves. Unless it is a 2-player game 
the others can continue without interruption.
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These cards can also be used to play variants of classic 
card games such as Solitaire, Go Fish, and others! 
For rules and more information, please go here:

Loonacy is a very simple, high-speed game of matching 
pictures. Be the first to play all of your cards and you win!
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Now that you know how to play, try 
your hand at making your own customized 

deck at www.CustomLoonacy.com!

looneylabs.com/more-Loonacy

And if you want to play more Looney Labs 
games featuring artwork by critically 
acclaimed award-winning illustrator, 

Echo Chernik, check out the ever-changing 
card game of the gods: OLYMPUS FLUXX!


